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From the Principal

Mr Simon Leese

Eric Morecombe was playing ‘all the wrong
notes’ on the piano. Morecombe famously
replied ‘I am playing all the right notes - but
not necessarily in the right order.’ Previn’s
obituaries invariably mentioned ‘the sketch’
along with his extraordinary career in music.
Little could he have known when he agreed to
appear on the TV, the lasting connection he
was making with millions of people. I am sure
Mr Heinz had no idea I would be referring to
his ‘57’ in 2019.

This is edition 57 of The Pulse. Heinz as a
brand is known throughout the world, for its
original ‘57 varieties’ for foodstuffs dating
from the late 1800s, and for many of us the
number ‘57’ immediately brings the Heinz
connection to mind.
Some marketing slogans and even some
phrases and expressions stick so firmly that it
is hard to know why that should be the case.
Recently the passing of the great composer
and conductor André Previn caused most
to recall a short sketch he took part in many
years ago on the UK’s Morecombe and
Wise comedy show, when he was called ‘Mr
Preview’, and during which he complained that

We can never know what we will see, hear,
feel or experience which will be with us
for ever. I am speaking to a teacher training
institute today. They have asked me to talk
about 21st century education, but I will start
by reminding them that (almost) our entire
school populations are 21st century. All the
memories and connections they will carry
forward are 21st century, so our question
needs to be ‘how memorable are the events
and experiences we are creating for them, or
helping them to create for themselves?’ There
is a real possibility that as technology becomes
highly personal, and young people’s lives are
increasingly individualised, the opportunities
to share memorable and powerful experience
are drowned in the deluge of social media
trivia. But how are we to know, those of us
who are ‘so last century’? I do hope our young
people experience the power of knowing that
what is happening to them, or around them,
will stay with them whether they mean it to
or not..

Photo Gallery - FOBISIA Drama Festival

On 27th January 1973 I sat down in a student
bar to watch the New Zealand All Blacks play
the Barbarians rugby team. Within minutes, a
move began which culminated in arguably the
most memorable moment in the history of
the game. The action took long enough for me
to realise I was watching history being made
even before it was concluded. The crescendo
of noise in the room, the sheer excitement - I
can remember who was there, the colour of
the walls, everything, such was the adrenaline
flowing. It was on a screen, but it was intensely
sociable, energetic, and unforgettable. More
Zumba than Zombie.
Last week, memories were made. The POWIIS
Ball was an extraordinary achievement for
our seniors who organised it all, and I thank
all who attended for helping to make it such
a pleasure. To see some of our youngest and
oldest students sharing the event together
was a delight. But I wonder if they know they
already span the generations? According to
social
psychologists, (continued on pg2)
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(From the Principal Cont.) the oldest
are Generation Z, and the youngest
Generation Alpha - the generation
most likely to see the 22nd century.
I wonder what they will remember
then?

Percussion
Workshop
Mr Ben Lim Teng Aik
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POWIIS Mosaic Installation
Mrs Farida Khan-Evans

We had a lot of creative fun on Saturday 23rd
February, when all POWIIS weekend borders
were involved in creating the very special POWIIS
Mosaic installation lead by Artist in Residence, Ms
Chris Bird-Jones. Students learned how to use the
correct tools for cutting mosaic glass as well as
sticking down the tiny glass pieces. They worked
collaboratively too, creating paper mosaics on the
theme of Fruit.

Year 8 Art Class
Ms Lusy Decoursey

To kick start the FOBISIA Drama
Festival 2019, our staff and students
were very honoured to have Andy
Gleadhill spend a day at POWIIS. He
ran a series of fantastic percussion
workshops with our Year 7, 9, 10 and
11 students. In addition to that, our
staff were also very fortunate to have a
CPD session with him. Andy ended his
day performing with Year 9 students at
school assembly.

Miss Decoursey’s Year 8s are at the completion
point of their current project inspired by
American artist AJ Fosik. We used the art
department instagram to tag AJ Fosik and show
him our students’ artwork and he said he thought
they were really cool. Students had to work
collaboratively to develop a sculpture, thinking
about their chosen spirit animals (based on
their personalities) and how they could merge
them together. Pattern design, colour theory,
and observational drawing were all part of the
research and development process. Some of the
best designs have been submitted to the COBIS
Art Awards 2019.
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POWIIS EduRoadshow
Gurney

Six Feet
Under The
Stars
Rei Onishi

2019 POWIIS Ball Committee
President

On the 2nd of March 2019, POWIIS staff and
students put on their best suits and dresses
for this year’s POWIIS ball: Six Feet Under
the Stars, held at the G-Hotel. The night’s
events included dancing, photos, games,
food, and the return of POWIIS’ Got Talent!
A big thank you to the 2019 POWIIS Ball
Committee: Christopher Lim, Jaslyn Chia,
Maxwell Ong, Pei Hong Chew and Shi
Yun Lee, as well as supporting staff and
students for making this event possible.

POWIIS Year 10 Girls’
Volleyball Team
Mr Alan Reeves

POWIIS Year 10 Girls’ Volleyball team were in
action with the MSSPP this week. They got off
to a demoralising start with their first match
being drawn to face Penang’s top team: Han
Chang. However, the girls, headed by Joceline

Chew, picked themselves up and bounced
back. Although they didn’t make it through to
the finals, they did manage to secure a third
place within their zoned heats. Well done to
all of the girls involved.
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POWIIS
U14 & U16
Football
Teams
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Macbeth Camp
Mrs April Boyd

Mr Liam Streat

Congratulations to our U14 & U16 football
teams for their efforts at the KL cup
last weekend. Both teams fought hard
against very tough opposition in the
extreme heat. We were the only school
at the competition, and competed against
football academies from around Asia. Our
U16 squad came away with our best result
of 4th place out of 18 teams after losing to
the eventual winners in the semi final. A
fantastic effort from everyone involved. A
huge thank you to Mr Eccles for organising
the trip.

Macbeth camp will be Saturday and Sunday,
16th and 17th of March. Every year the school
holds the annual school production camp
and it is that time of year once again. This is
when students who are actively involved in
the production, cast, crew and orchestra are
bussed in on Saturday morning, work all day,
stay in boarding on Saturday evening and
then spend most of Sunday doing the same
thing all over again. Here, all elements of the
production come together (lighting, sound,

orchestral music, scene changes, costume
changes, special effects, pace, timing, etc).
Over 20 hours of intensive productive work
will be condensed into two days; needless
to say, the dedication and commitment of all
involved will result in a successful production.
Macbeth will be on Friday, 22 March at 7pm
and Saturday, 23 March at 3:00 pm. Tickets
are on sale in the admin office. Please come
and support Macbeth.
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FOBISIA Drama Festival
Mrs April Boyd

The FOBISIA Drama Festival brought 12
British International Schools across Asia
together:
Garden International School
in KL, Alice Smith School in KL, British
School in KL, British School in Jakarta,
Kinabalu International School in Sabah,
International School Brunei, Garden
International School in Rayong, Thailand,
St Andrews International, Green Valley,
Rayong, Thailand, Bromsgrove, Thailand,
British International School in Ho Chi Minh
City in Vietnam, and a little closer to home,
Uplands from Penang.
To open the Festival on Wednesday evening,
Justin Chia performed a tremendous
Chinese Drum Solo. There were seven
different workshops: Energy, Focus and
Awareness of the body, led by Doug Heron
from St Andrews International School,
Verbatim Theatre led by Holly Sullivan from
Alice Smith, Brechtian Technique workshop
led by Ken Lund and Robin Lawrence from
Garden International School in Rayong,
Thailand and KL, drumming led Andy
Gleadhill from the UK, a mask workshop led
by James Degazio from HELP International
School, KL, KL Shakespeare Demystified
Players who led stage fighting, and Scott
Smith from the UK’s Splendid Productions
who led workshops based on the role of the
chorus, speaking and movement.
Students had company time where they
were able to apply what they had learned to
create original theatre. They were mixed up
into eight different companies where they
worked on a short dramatic piece based on
one of five Classical Greek texts: Oedipus
by Sophocles, Agamemnon by Aeschylus,
The Bacchae by Euripides, Antigone by
Sophocles and Medea by Euripides. These
were performed on Saturday in a noncompetitive celebration of drama.

On Thursday evening, the students were
treated to Sri Ananda’s Restaurant, who
provided the evening meal in the canteen,
after which they watched KL Shakespeare
Demystified
Players’
production
of
Macbeth. On Friday, we went to the
Evergreen Hotel for a buffet, accompanied
by cultural dance provided by the Golden
Thai restaurant in Batu Ferringhi. There
was a fun photo booth, disco and a fun fact
surprise ceremony where all the attending
schools were awarded an Oscar.
In the closing ceremony a drum quartet
did a fantastic improvisation featuring
Andy Gleadhill, Ken Lee (Year 11), Yu Heng
Cheah (Year 10) and Nicholas Low (Year
9). This was followed by Dean Town by
Vulfpeak with Bryan Lu on bass guitar and
Ken Lee on drums. The conclusion was a
rock genre Frankenstein with Vishal Chopra
(Year 12) on electric guitar, Bryan Lu on bass
guitar, Matthew Lee (Year 10) on soprano
saxophone, Clifton Kung (Year 12) on tenor
saxophone and again Ken Lee on drums.
Also participating from POWIIS were Paige
Eshie, Daniel Taylor, Ping Xuan Loh, Shan
Tan, Zuo Kern Lim, Alyssa Khor, Prama
Farabi, Luca Joe Khan-Evans, Sam Kee, Yi
Xuan Lim and Wynn Ooi. Three A-Level
students, Jaslyn Chia, Pei Hong Chew and
Yi Wen Lim assisted throughout and were
invaluable.
The next FOBISIA Drama Festivals will be
at Regents International School, Bangkok
(years 9 and 10) in February 2020 and the
British School Jakarta (years 7 and 8) in May
2020.
Our thanks to so many of our colleagues for
all their help and support.
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Kangaroo Maths Problems
Mr Martin Clarke

Last edition’s winner was Ruben Bahr
from Cornwall house. The correct answer
was C because the area around the tree
creates a circle and the distance from the

dog house created an arc. This edition’s
question is a CADET level question. Email
your solution and reasoning to maths@
powiis.edu.my.

World
Scholar’s Cup
- Call for
Signups!
Mr Darren Lim Jen Zen

We are still accepting signups for the POWIIS
World Scholar’s Cup delegation for the
Malaysia Round in Penang, this April 19 and
20(at the tail end of Easter).
As the host school, this is our opportunity to
make our school proud (and take back the
Junior Division title)!

Meet Our New Staff
New staff joining POWIIS in September

Mr Anthony Moore
Teacher of History
BA (Hons) History with American Studies,
University of Northampton &amp; PGCE
Aberystwyth University.
Anthony has taught for 16 years mainly in
Birmingham, UK and joins POWIIS after
spending 3 years in Dubai. As a passionate
historian Anthony believes that History is not
about learning a list of facts and dates, but
using knowledge to gain understanding and to

Late practices will be held every Tuesday and
Wednesday from 4.30 pm to 6.00 pm. Extra
practices will take place as well on April 17 and
18.
Please encourage your child to try for a place.
We are also on the lookout for 6 student
volunteers to welcome and chaperone teams
on April 19 at POWIIS.
Contact Mr. Darren Lim (dljz@powiis.edu.my)
by March 22 to participate or volunteer in this
exciting intellectual experience!

shape opinion. He has lead several overseas
trips and believes that experiencing history in
its original location enriches understanding.
Outside the classroom Anthony is excited to
explore and embrace Malaysian culture with
his young family.

Mr Anthony King
Teacher of Physics
PGCE Secondary Science from Manchester Metropolitan University. BSc (Hons) Biology from
Manchester University.
Antony has been teaching for over 25 years. He
is currently Head of Physics at Al Bateen School
in Abu Dhabi, and has spent six fantastic years
there. He is passionate about physics and he is
very excited to be joining the POWIIS teaching
team in September.
He and his wife are both avid SCUBA divers,

and feel privileged to have swum with and
filmed some amazing wildlife, including whale
sharks, hammerhead sharks and dolphins. He
still has all of his fingers intact!
Son Thomas (aged 9) who will be joining
POWIIS Primary, is looking forward to living in
a jungle!
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Mr Daniel Sullivan
Teacher of English
University of Hull (BA English Literature), University of Durham (MA Twentieth-Century Literature),
University of Cumbria (PGCE English)
Daniel was born and raised in Middlesbrough
in the north-east of England and since then has
lived, studied and taught in a number of different
places in the UK, before settling in Yorkshire.
He took his first step into international teaching
at the end of 2017 when he moved to Abu
Dhabi, and he is now extremely excited to be
joining POWIIS in August. At his current school

he runs a football club and a guitar club, so he
is looking forward to getting involved with extracurricular activities here.
Outside work, his two passions are reading and
music, and he can often be found indulging in
both (when he is not fretting over the trials
and tribulations of being a Middlesbrough FC
supporter.)

Ms Geok Lan Ker
Teacher of Chinese
Master’s Degree in Education (International/ Overseas Education: Secondary) with The College
of New Jersey. PGDE/ Teaching certification: Chinese Language at Secondary School Level from
Nanyang Technological University of Singapore
Geok Lan is very excited to join POWIIS as a
Chinese teacher in August 2019. Prior to coming
back to Malaysia, she taught in Singapore,
Thailand, South Korea and most recently
Vietnam. She comes with thirteen years of

teaching experience, including IB, American
curriculum and now IGCSE. She is very devoted
to community service. She is an avid reader, a
casual hiker and an adventurous cook.

Mr Jacob Dean
Teacher of Physics
Bachelor of Science (Physics) from Imperial College London University. PGCE Physics from Bangor
University
Jacob is a physics teacher from Wales but he
grew up near London. He has been teaching in
the UK for 6 years. Before that he was a semiprofessional cyclist and studied for his degree
in physics at Imperial College London. When he
is not teaching he can usually be found in the
countryside climbing boulders, hiking, riding his

bike or at a concert venue watching his favourite
metal bands perform. He is looking forward to
new challenges, culture (and climate!) when
starting at POWIIS in September.

Mr Jonathan Gordon
Teacher of Mathematics
PGCE Mathematics from Nottingham Trent University.
After a highly successful career in industry, a
passion for mathematics and a desire to help
future generations, led Jon into education. He
has been teaching mathematics at the respected
Nottingham Academy for 14 years, the last 4
years as Head of Mathematics. He has travelled
extensively around the world and enjoys bringing

his experiences of travelling and industry into his
teaching to help students develop not only their
mathematics skills but their life skills, to ensure
they are equipped to enter adulthood with
confidence and high expectations.
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Ms Katherine Rilon
Teacher of Science
BSc (Hons) in Biology from University of Leeds. PGCE in Secondary Science from University of Leeds

Katherine’s family is from Stroud in the West
Country of England, but she was born in the
United Arab Emirates, and she lived most of her
life in Dubai. Her family moved to Kuala Lumpur
when she was 11 years old and she attended the
Alice Smith School for two years before moving

back to the UAE. When she was 18, she left her
family in Dubai and moved to Leeds to attend
university and begin her teaching career. She has
taught in some outstanding schools both in the
UK and the UAE, but she now feels incredibly
excited and privileged to be joining POWIIS.

Ms Kellyann Davey
Teacher of PE (Girls Specialist)
PTA Global- Level 3 Diploma Personal Trainer. PTA Global- Level 2 Diploma Gym Instructor. Bachelor
of Arts: Sport Studies with Leisure Recreation from DeMontfort University, Bedford. PGCE Secondary
Physical Education from DeMontfort University, Bedford
Kellyann has been teaching for 16 years in the
UK and Abu Dhabi. They are a family of five
with a little girl, dog and cat. Her true passion
is sport! She is currently training for her 5th
Marathon, which will be in Vienna, trying to get

the Boston qualifying time. She loves to play and
coach netball and touch rugby, and to travel and
explore new places. She is very excited about
coming to Penang. She recently spent a day with
us, and met our netballers!

Mr Matt Deegan
Director of Sport/Head of PE
BSc.(Hons), 2nd class(upper), School of Biological Sciences (Botany) from Nottingham University.
PGCE Physical Education/Biology from Hull University
Matt was born in Manchester, England (so
naturally a follower of Manchester United!)
and he is married with 2 children - his son Liam
(14) is looking forward to coming to POWIIS
in September, and his daughter is studying at
University in Holland. As a Head of PE he lived
and worked in England, Spain, Kenya, Indonesia,

Korea and the UAE. In his spare time, as well as
travelling, he obviously follows
sports of all kinds but, he still enjoys training for,
and competing in, Triathlons as well as trekking/
hiking and cycling in his local area.

Mr Scott Colton
Teacher of Psychology
BSc (Hons) Secondary Physical Education and Sports Psychology from Leeds Metropolitan University
After seven years in the UK, Scott moved to Hong
Kong as Head of Psychology. Teaching abroad
was a dream come true following a career he
views as a true privilege. He moved to Indonesia
with his wife where they built their holiday
home and welcomed their beautiful daughter
Libby into the world. Taking on the role of Head
of Sixth Form whilst teaching psychology led

them to schools in the Middle East, Bahrain and
Jordan. However they longed to return to Asia
and after two years in Shanghai, Scott will be
joining POWIIS on the beautiful island of Penang.
They can’t wait. Scott has a great love of all sport
and looks forward to coaching and participating
greatly in the CCA program and beyond.
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Ms Ruth Woodburn-Park
Teacher of Chemistry
PGCE Secondary Science from Manchester Metropolitan University. BSc (Hons) Genetics with
Biochemistry from the University of Leeds
Ruth is very much looking forward to replacing
desert with jungle. She and her husband Antony
King have heard great things about POWIIS,
and Penang, and are happy to be joining in
September of this year.
This will be Ruth’s twenty-fourth year with
various roles both in the UK and International
Schools but her heart is still in classroom
teaching. She taught in Oman from 1998-2002
when it was still a wilderness and has fond
memories of wadi-bashing and snorkeling with
healthy numbers of turtles. She also taught in
Barcelona, Spain where her 2 year old son at the

time spoke Catalan and acquired a love of olives.
For the last six years, Abu Dhabi has been her
home.
Her passions are travelling and diving and she
is keen to explore the Malaysian world beneath
the waves. Her dream is to swim with whales
and her mission in life, along with her nine-year
old son, is to protect and conserve our marine
environment.
She says she is certain that this will be a great
year for her family.

Ms Sherry Hu Yishuai
Teacher of Chinese
Master’s Degree in Education (Curriculum Development) from University of Malaya, Malaysia
Sherry is a native Mandarin speaker from Beijing,
China, with a Mandarin teaching qualification
and Master’s Degree in Education. She has
been teaching Mandarin in China, Thailand and
Malaysia since 2010, working with students
of primary and secondary Years from diverse
cultural backgrounds. She believes that language

proficiency enriches one’s life, in language, and
also in the growth in lifelong
learning skills and global mindedness. She likes
travelling, exploring new places, cooking, music,
sports, and relaxing with a good book or movie.
She is really looking forward to beginning the
new chapter ahead.

Mr Timothy Smale
Deputy Principal Pastoral and Co-Curriculum
Master of Arts in Education from St Mary’s University College. LLB (Hons) Law and History from
Keele University. PGCE Secondary History from Keele University.
Tim joins POWIIS from Brighton College Abu
Dhabi where he has been the Head of Sixth
Form for four years, having moved from Dulwich
College in Seoul. Previously he worked, for
nine years, in the UK teaching History in two
outstanding state schools. In 2013 Tim left the UK
to explore the world and has found himself rock

climbing alongside the world champion, eating
foods he never knew existed and exploring every
nook and cranny he can with his wife and young
daughter. Tim loves to travel, climb, talk about
the importance of sleep, read widely and he is
very excited about moving his family to Penang.
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Important Dates for March 2019

Click here for full
school calendar

8th - 9th March

DofE Bronze Practice

11th - 15th March

Science Week

11th March

English Second Language Speaking Exams

12th - 14th March

IGCSE English Speaking Exams

12th March

U15 Boys & Girls Football vs SIS at POWIIS

13th March

Entopia Trip Year 7

14th March

Pi Day

14th - 17th March

BISP Tournament

16th - 17th March

School Production Rehearsal Camp

18th March

Trinity Exam Week 1

18th March

Open Netball at POWIIS

19th March

Year 12 Parents’ Reception

19th March

Uplands Touch Rugby

19th - 20th March

IGCSE Chinese Speaking Exams

20th March

U15 Boys & Girls Football at Dalat

21st - 23rd March

School Production Performances

21st March

Kangaroo Maths Challenge

25th March

Trinity Exam week 2

26th - 27th March

IGCSE Art Exam

26th March

U15 Boys and Girls Football at UPS (GCSE Filming)

27th - 28th March

IGCSE Malay Speaking Exams

28th March

Senior Swimming Gala

29th March

Junior Swimming Gala

29th - 31st March

Malaysian Debating Championships

Entrance assessments are still possible by special arrangement and subject to available spaces. Please mention to friends and contacts who
may wish to be included. Contact Michelle Goh at admissions@powiis.edu.my

